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President-elect Bill Clinton meets with Pi
today to discuss the transition of governmen
the installation of cabinet posts and the r

appointee positions needing to be filled wit!
the new term.

With Clinton's new ethics code, the new

difficult to find the kind of person who wou

fit, his mold as an ethical federal official.
The implications for a new cabinet and ne

eral officials following public life would set

severely limiting lobbyists' activities. His ba
cabinet officials lobbying for foreign intere:
step in stopping the "revolving door" and
those seeking positions merely for monetary j
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tered as an agent on behalf of foreign gover
U.S. government would not be allowed until
ing office.

It is not clear how these pledges would b
would be any real legislation to keep such b
place responsibility on the officials to keep
clean something which the media could h
of broken promises.
And a five-year ban on domestic lobbying

the ocurrence of conflict-of-interest issues \

office.
But how does a president reduce problems

when presented with a cabinet candidate 1

may affect future decisions? A dilemma of t
for the budding Clinton administration.

Vernon Jordan, who has often been mentio
date for attorney, has held a board of directoi
who owns interests in tobacco. He has since
and removed himself from his Los Angel
make himself more acceptable for the positio

Does Jordan and potential appointees lik
sympathies toward big business, specifically
as a result of being involved major business (

Removing himself from his former posi
move at best. The damage has already been
fied candidates be removed from an atmos
into another atmosphere which calls for the b
try to be considered?

It is not clear if this dilemma can ever 1
kind of people who are attracted to public
Kftrilrnrn Kt»pir\r»pp a M/Viot if* plant
uoiMvcid, uudiutoo yy 11&1 id v^i^ai

made to check the natural tendencies of pol
foreign lobbying.

Foreign lobbying should be the chief
reform of the "revolving door." In a world
future trade wars and economic competition,
international pork barrel are a threat to our na

Clinton may lack foreign policy experience
foreign lobbying is an issue where the pres
target.
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People also conveniently delete the year of
Malcolm's life after his trip to Mecca.
Malcolm's anger toward whites was transformedand he became more humanist, but
his ideas of social change didn't waver.

nlincr cninneK Malcolm X's violent image is a result of
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lance are they Newman, singer of "Short People Got No

Reason To Live," got rich and famous at our

; scaling the expense. And so on behalf of all of us short
ime of a good people, I will distribute the winnings equally.

We were short-changed, and I guarantee that we
short people be victorious.
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to this stupid tall black or white, Christian or Muslim, it
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a fall out and Understanding comes not from looking at the
than a taller similarities, but at the differences.
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